“Opportunities don't happen, you create them”
This year again was a success for the boys of Jaipur House. The boys of
class XII brought laurels to the house with their academic performances.
Manraj Sirohi was the topper in the science stream (with 5 subject prizes)
and has now secured a seat for himself at the prestigious Armed Forces
Medical College (AFMC) and Gurfateh Singh Khosa, College Sports
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Captain, was the topper of the Arts Stream. The boys of class X also put up
an excellent academic performance, with Shaswat Mimani scoring a
perfect 10 CGPA.The House won the shield for being the best disciplined
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House, lifted both the Academics Cup and the coveted Udaipur Shield for
being the over all best House in the Seniors Division.
The Prize Giving this year was also different, as for the first time the
boys of class XI were given the honour of handling the event. The
boys of Jaipur House were given the responsibility to organise the
Annual Sports Day and they did the same enthusiastically and
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efficiently. Jai Paswan participated in the World Championships and
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demonstrated his skills in Carpentry and Woodwork. Vaibhav Jain,
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Pushaan Singh Gulia and Mahipat Singh Gaur went around the city
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and painted murals at various places as part of a campaign. Pranit
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Gupta (College Social Service Captain) was quite active in the field of
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Social Service and set an example before the boys of the House. In
recognition of his service, he was awarded the Constantine Medal.
Arjun Singh and Akshat Jain went for the Brass Band IPSC and made
the school proud by bagging the runner-up position.
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The boys performed extremely well on the cultural front. Shaswat
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Mimani, Bhavya Sheoran, Saharsh Bajla, Rochak Sobti and Aviral
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Narang participated in various MUNs where they brought laurels to
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the school. Shaswat also participated in the JTM Gibson Debate and
was an integral part of the team along with Saharsh Bajla, who
participated and made a mark for themselves at various Debating
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Competitions like the India Today and Chuckerbutty Debates.
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Shaswat was also the part of the team that went to SRCC Business
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Conclave where they stood first and later on earned a place in the
group that got to interact with the President of France, Emmanuel
Macron. Many Mayoites took the Trinity Exam in Speech and Drama
and the boys of Jaipur House did extremely well, achieving scores
ranging from 94 to 97. Vinayak Khokar and Sanchit Khosla
participated in the IPSC Music Festival, wherein the team achieved
great heights. Jaipur House also won the Indian Music Duet and the
Debating Inter House (Middles category). Devesh Arora was an
integral part of the Film Making team (The Makers) and The French
Society. He won the first prize in the Suryodaya IT fest in sound
editing, and he participated in the IPSC IT Festival, held in LKS Gotan.
He also won the first prize in the Film Making Competition in Le
concour de le francophonie. He participated in the renowned Silver
Jubilee Young Thinkers Commemorative Conclave held at MCGS.
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bagged 4 medals. He also got College Colors in the
sport. Devesh Arora captained the Under-17
Badminton Team, wherein they exhibited
excellence to the other participating teams.
Padmanabh Singh Rana participated in the 61st
NSCC National Competition in Shooting. He also
went for the Indian Team Trials in shooting. He got
selected for the Nationals competition in the youth
Prabhav Bansal was a part of the District Cricket

category when he took part in the All India Inter

Team that was adjudged the runner-up. He got the
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2nd highest run scorer prize. Jai Paswan made the
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school proud as he went for the Districts, States and
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Nationals Competition for Gymnastics. He also went

wherein he was ranked 4th. He was awarded the

for IPSC Wall Climbing competition. He was
awarded College Colors in Gymnastics. Angad Bedi
was awarded College Colors in Chess and Ayaan
Nasir Khan was awarded College Colors for
Football. Rananjay Sinh and Jayeshaan Sahu went
for IPSC Under-19 and Under-17 competitions in
Hockey and were the part of the team that played
the Nehru Cup(Under-17) They were also part of
the winning team that went to play the United for
Hockey Tournament. Madhav Singh went to
Pinegrove School to play for the Invitational Football
Tournament and was a part of the Districts, IPSC,
Nationals and State Team for Football. Raj Maitrey
went to Pinegrove Football Tournament and was a
part of the Districts winning team. Rochak Sobti was
a part of the IPSC Equestrian Competition, where he
secured a Jumping Silver Medal in jumping and
Gold Medal in Dressage. He went to the Nationals in
the same sport and bagged 5 medals and
participated in the Jaipur Horse Show where he

College Colours for the same. In addition to all this,
the House won various Inter House Sporting Events
like Basketball, Cross-Country Golf, Gymnastics
and was the runner-up in Football.
The laurels that Jaipur House has achieved have
proved that it will continue its tradition of
maintaining the top position in all fields. It has
proven that Jaipur House has a major role to play in
making the flag of Mayo fly high.
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